Memorandum to the Secretary- General of the United Nations
HE Mr. Ban Ki - Mon - New York
To the Committee on Human Rights - Geneva
Friendly Greeting;
The foundation of the World Organization of the United Nations was great pleasure for all world for
its contents of the universal principles to preserve humanity and lofty goals for the services and
maintaining high values of principles to serve humanity all over the world.
Its of great appreciation for those principles to be followed by legislation, assets , rules with
proper measures to be controled with inspection and following up all the advices, and to emphasize
the commitment of Member States to observe the application of these principles established by the
World Organization, departments ,sub- associations and internationalism , with institutions
synonymous to support the activities of the organization and its subsidiaries for following-up all the
functions and activities in all parts of the world between all States.
Whereas the rights and safety of life and ensuring the freedom and the maintenance of dignity is the
primary goal , which is built upon the principles
The UN in New York and all its branches located in five continents to develop legal controls binding
on states and governments of countries that have accepted the United Nations and its subsidiaries
sergeant universally practices and achieved such controls gradually with global developments and the
requirements of the urgent necessity to preserve the life and rights of human beings .
One of the most suffering of human being are wars and the use of lethal weapons of mass
destruction without scruples or deterrent what might impact and effect on the rights and an
environment and devastating at the time of all that surrounding environment that may convey to new
generation of human being. One of these deadly weapons with lethal consequences are anti - personnel
mines and anti-vehicles mines.
His Excellency the General Secretary of the United Nations
The Republic of Turkey is the only country in the world that implanted the mines in its territory
about 800 ( eight hundred ) miles along the southern borders with a width ranging between 200 - 300
meters
Turkey has signed with other countries the Ottawa Convention on the prohibition of the use of
chemical weapons , toxic gases and also not to use anti - personnel mines and remove them from their
locations and get rid of their stocks(OTTAWA CONVENTION)
This agreement , signed by 161 countries , including the Republic of Turkey committed to to remove
them but not implemented till this date , not taking any serious step towards the implementation of this
commitment.
Sequnces of governments have been implanted on governance in the Turkish Republic of these
anti-personnel mines and vehicles on the fertile land originally which actually owned by the residents
of nearby villages and towns of the international border with the Syrian Arabic Republic .

Based on the modern media sources and document viewing , among them , for example : the
newspaper (Neue Züricher Zeitung) , the Swiss Zeitung , published in the issue dated the second of
the month of November 2013
(Neue Züricher Zeitung)
(Frankfurter Rundschau)
Also the newspaper( Frankfurter Rundschau) German correspondent ;
Gerd Höhler
Also the newspaper
(Deutsch-Türkische Nachrichten Zeitung)
It confirms that the government in Turkey so far not taken any practical action to remove these
mines in these lands which is against the basic principles of the Ottawa Convention , which stipulates
that the signatory States is committed , to :

First: the mine located on the territory should be removed within a maximum period of 10 (ten )
years from the date of issuing of this agreement , which began in the first of the month of March 1999
Second : the disposal and destruction of all mines located in its stores and warehouses during a
maximum period of 4 (four ) years.
Third : cleaning and reconstruction and rehabilitation of land contaminated as a result of mine
planted within a maximum period of 4 ( four ) years.
The legal limit time set by the Ottawa Convention of the Turkish Republic will end in /March 2014 .
The intention of the Turkish government of removing these mines sometimes relating to the armed
forces and on the other hand they refer the subject for discussion and deliberation with some private
companies, and to respond to correspondence and its committees emanating from the Ottawa
Convention to monitor the commitment of the signatory States to the principles of the times that it lost
with the passage of time maps Engineering minefields , and another excuse is that maps of minefields
become so old and useless because of what might be landmines have been displaced from their planted
places , if all of these arguments emphasizes the lack of credibility of the Turkish government
commitment to remove those mines which claimed the lives of thousands of the civilian population and
has thousands of citizens of the southern border areas to their extremities and legs ,lossing their
eyesight and have been subjected to distortion and became disabled.
In recent months Turkish government has ordred all the, residents of the southern border areas
with Syria not to invest any agricultural activity in these lands and the will not take any responsibility
of that people who commit that and become a victim of that mines and the Turkish authorities will give
no any copmensation to any one who will be injured regarding financial affairs or charging any physical
disabilities.
The Turkish government has opened the door to the residents in those areas to work on their own
risk and adventure to their lives and their presence in the deadly minefields that they are only be
responsible if the dye or become disabled..
We had been so exited when the human ability consensus humanitarian creative to compel the
Government of the Syrian Arab Republic for the destruction of chemical weapons , based on the legal
argument that Syria is one of the countries that have signed the Ottawa Convention and therefore
committed under the signature of the terms and conditions of this Agreement which requires

forbidding of use of chemical weapons and poison gas , but they must get rid of these weapons and
materials in warehouses
All the world welcome when we got rid of them with thanks to global solidarity and determination
to compel the government Syrian Arab implementation of the decisions of the Ottawa Convention and
remove the dangers arising from such deadly weapons which can not differentiate between unarmed
,armed people, women and old ages which is against principles of fundamental human rights.
We call on Your Excellency in your capacity as General Secretary- of the United Nations, so eagerly
to implement the principles and legal provisions of the Ottawa Convention to get rid of mines and to be
removed, and all members of the Ottawa Convention and the International Commission for Human
Rights in Geneva to address the Government of the Republic of Turkey for the implementation of the
signed and commitments made in Ottawa under immediate practical plan and a specific period of time
under the supervision of a divine emanating from the Ottawa Convention and the obligation of the
Turkish Republic on the following:
1 -To remove all mines that located along the southern border with the Syrian Arab Republic during the
period of time not more than five years.
2 – To clean the lands and fields that were located where mines , and qualify to become free of any
pollution or damage to human beings and organisms .
3 - To compensate all those affected as a victem of mines in those areas and to compensate families of
orphans , widows and the owners of the Impairments , deformation as a result of mine explosion and
pollution of the environment .
4 – Reorganize the ownership, residents and citizens of those border areas of land to reconstruct them
to be eligible for life , agriculture and cattle breeding.
5 - Rechecking iside the warehouses of the Turkish Republic to get rid of stockpiled mines and to
supervise the immediate completion of the implementation during a maximum period not more than 4 (
four ) years
.
6 - Obliging the Government of the Republic of Turkey to sign the Action Plan mentioned above and
documenting this undertaking and publishing assets as a document of the Ottawa Convention for
disposal and demining as well as a copy deposited with the Secretary General of the United Nations
with the financial punishment for each specified period of time delayed where all implementation of the
program as stipulated in the Ottawa Convention on mine removal and disposal of mine which has been
issued previously..
His Excellency the General Secretery
The safety and the dignity of all human being are responsibility of all individual all over the world
regardless the colour and,religion of all people
The World Organization of the United Nations created to be a guarantee to do all the requirements of
this holy work of governing the relations of states and nations , including sanctioned by deducing law
and humanitarian principles that respect the entity rights, his life, liberty, and dignity
.
We are confident of your interest in the application of universal principles of the United Nations, and
convinced your keenness on the integrity and dignity of the human , hoping to take the content of our
note this into consideration .
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- A copy to the International Committee of the Red Cross - Geneva / Switzerland -

